We investigate the ability of a tax-based fundamental-the ratio of taxto-book income-to prediot earnings growth and stock returns and to explain the earnings-price ratio. This tax fundamental reflects both temporary and permanent book-tax differences as well as tax accruals, suoh as changes in the tax valuation allowance. We find that the tax-to-book income ratio predicts subsequent five-year earnings changes, both before and after the implementation of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 109 in 1993. For the pre-SFAS No. 109 period, the tax information is unrelated to contemporaneous earnings-price ratios and strongly related to subsequent stock returns. Conversely, for the post-SFAS No. 109 period, the tax fundamental is strongly related to contemporaneous earnings-price ratios and only weakly related to subsequent stock returns, indicating improvement over time in investors' perceptions of the implications of the tax information for future earnings. Deferred taxes, a component of our tax fundamental and the focus of recent research, exhibits relatively modest ability to predict earnings or stock returns both before and after the implementation of SFAS No. 109. Finally, throughout the examined period, the taxable income information about future earnings is incremental to that in accruals and cash flows.
I. INTRODUCTION
T he recent high-profile cases of failure of reported earnings to reflect economic reality (e.g., in Enron, Global Crossing, Tyco. WorldCom, and Xerox) have focused the attention of investors and policymakers on earnings quality, that is, the extent to which reported earnings reflect sustainable income. Various researchers and commentators Finally, having documented that the tax-to-book income ratio informs on earnings growth, we examine the extent to which this information is reflected in stock prices. For the pre-SFAS No. 109 (1973 No. 109 ( -1992 ) period, we find that the tax-based information is not related to contemporaneous earnings-price ratios., but is positively and strongly related to subsequent abnormal (risk-adjusted) stock returns. Conversely, for the post-SFAS No. 109 period, the tax fundamental is negatively and strongly related to the contemporaneous earnings-price ratio, suggesting that investors became adept in the 1990s to using tax-based (or correlated) information in setting prices. However, even in the recent period, the information in the tax-to-book income ratio is not fully impounded in stock prices, as evidenced by the association between the tax fundamental and subsequent returns. Focusing once more on the deferred taxes component of our comprehensive fundamental, we tind little ability of tbis variable to predict stock returns, both before and after the implementation of SFAS No. 109.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a literature review and summarizes our contribution. Section III motivates the research questions, and Section IV develops our methodology. Data on the sample and summary statistics are reported in Section V, followed in Section VI by the empirical results. Section VII presents robustness checks, and Section Vlll concludes the paper.
II. REVIEW OF PRIOR RESEARCH AND PRESENT CONTRIBUTION
Extensive research examines the extent to which tax disclosures contain information about earnings quality. This literature can be classified into five categories: First, studies that attempt to explain the gap between book and tax income by proxies for managers' incentives to manage earnings (Cloyd et al. 1996; Mills and Newberry 2001) .^ Second, studies documenting a positive relation between the deferred portion of the income tax expense (reflecting temporary book-tax differences) and various proxies for discretionary pretax accruals and transitory earnings (e.g., Chaney and Jeter 1994; Phillips et al. 2002; Joos et al. 2002) .^ In particular, Hanlon (2005) establishes, among other things, that booktax temporary differences indicate the persistence of one-year-ahead earnings. The deferred tax expense is related to discretionary accruals (e.g., depreciation) because discretionary accruals typically increase the difference between future tax and book incomes, thereby triggering deferred tax recognition.
The third category of tax-book studies focuses on the potential management (manipulation) of tax accruals, which affect after-tax earnings. Gleason and Mills (2002) and Nelson et al. (2003) provide evidence consistent with the management of the current portion of the income tax expense through the recognition and reversal of tax cushions.** Other studies report that certain firms decrease the deferred portion of the income tax expense to meet As proxies for incenlives to manage earnings. Mills and Newberry (2001) use firm type (public versus private). financial leverage (proxy fur debt covenants), bonus plan thresholds, and past book income. Similarly, Cloyd el al. (1996) report thai public firm managers arc less likely than private firm managers lo take a conforming book position thai would decrease earnings. These studies differ, among other things, in the proxies for discretionary accruals and transitory earnings; Phillips et al. (2O<) 2) u.se the proximity of current to past earnings and other earnings management thresholds to indicate discretionary accruals; Joos el al. (2002) focus on the ability of accruals lo predict future cash Hows; and Chaney and Jeter (1994) examine ihe ability of deferred taxes to explain contemporaneous stock returns, after controlling for net income. A tax cushion is a contingeni lax liability accrued by tbe company to absorb future tax payments resulting from IRS claims of tax deficiencies. Changes in the tax cushion are included in the current portion of ihe income lax expense (see Gleason and Mills 2(K) 2). earnings thresholds (surpass past earnings, report positive earnings, or meet analysts' forecasts) by reducing the valuation allowance for the deferred tax asset (e.g., Schrand and Wong 2003; Burgstahler et al. 2002; Frank and Rego 2003) , or by designating foreign subsidiary earnings as "permanently reinvested" (Krull 2004) .
The fourth category of related studies provides evidence of management of pretax accruals that create permanent book-tax differences. For example, firms may manage the expensing of non-tax-deductible intangible assets (e.g., most cases of goodwill), either through the initial valuation of these assets (e.g., overstating in-process R&D to reduce goodwill and its subsequent amortization or impairment), by the specification of amortization period, or by the recognition of write-offs or impairment charges of intangibles. Francis et al. (19%) , Jennings et al. (2001) , Henning and Shaw (2000) , Browning (1997) , McGoldrick (1997) , and Nelson et al. (2003) , among others, provide empirical and anecdotal evidence of such activities, and Dhaliwal et al. (2002) document that changes in the effective tax rate, which are due to permanent differences and tax accruals, are negatively associated with firms' incentives to increase reported earnings. In addition, Schmidt (2004) demonstrates that changes in the effective tax rate inform on the persistence of next year's earnings. While the four strands of research outlined above are related to earnings management, a fifth category of related studies uses tax-based proxies to refiect information about firms' operating performance (Lev and Thiagarajan 1993; Shevlin 2002) .
We contribute to and complement the extant research record in several dimensions. First, while most previous studies focus on a single tax-related component-either temporary differences, permanent differences, or tax accruals-we construct a tax fundamental (the ratio of tax-to-book income) that encompasses all three components. This is important because various earnings management activities, which may be simultaneously employed by management, exert offsetting effects on individual tax components, thereby weakening their potential to inform on the quality of earnings. For example, a decrease in the tax valuation allowance will decrease deferred taxes and increase net income, whereas a switch from accelerated to straight-line depreciation (pretax accrual) will increase both deferred taxes and net income. Thus, various means of earnings management may exert offsetting effects on deferred taxes, thereby detracting from the ability of this item to inform about the quality of earnings (a theme we return to below).
In addition to obviating offsetting effects, our tax fundamental captures in a single measure all three tax components, creating a potentially powerful earnings quality indicator. The comprehensiveness of our tax fundamental becomes evident in the empirical tests presented below, which document a stronger and enduring predictive ability of the tax fundamental with respect to five-year earnings growth than that of deferred taxes.
Our second contribution to extant research lies in the span of earnings growth prediction by tax variables, relevant to the earnings quality issue. Prior studies have focused on the predictability of next year's earnings. While of importance, financial analysts and many investors are actively engaged in longer term earnings prediction, generally up to five years. We accordingly examine the ability of our tax fundamental to predict five-year earnings growth, controlling for a multitude of variables established by previous researchers as earnings predictors. The tax fundamental fares well in this contest.
Finally, we contribute to the issue of market efficiency with respect to tax-related information. This is an important question, since documentation of market inefficiencies generally lead to consideration of improved disclosure. Indeed, the Senate Banking Committee, which has examined the tax aspects of the Enron debacle, recommended enhanced corporate disclosure, such as of the company's taxable income. We opted for a relatively long period for the market efficiency examination-substantially longer than previous
The Accounting Review, October 2004 studies-to accommodate various important tax code and accounting changes {e.g., SFAS No. 109) that took place in the 1980s and 1990s. Our long intertemporal examination paid off by revealing a substantial improvement iti investors' comprehension of tax-related information (perhaps prompted by increasing concerns with earnings management), though not reaching a complete one. The long period examined in this study also enhances our insights concerning the earnings growth prediction, indicating an improvement in the predictive ability of the tax fundamental in the 1990s.
III. REASONS FOR TAXABLE INCOME TO INFORM ABOUT EARNINGS GROWTH
The ratio of taxable to reported income is related to future earnings growth because: (1) it reflects certain types of eartiings management activities that are not persistent, (2) it indicates the extent to which reported earnings deviate from their "permanent" level, and (3) it captures differences between GAAP and the tax code that have implications for future earnings, even in the absence of earnings or tax management. We next discuss each of these effects and also point out why the taxable income information is likely to be incremental to that in cash flows and accruals. In the Appendix, we demonstrate each of these effects.
Taxable Income and the Management of Accruals
When a firm overstates (understates) current earnings, the expected growth in subsequent reported earnings will be lower (higher) because; (1) overstating current earnings increases the base from which future earnings grow, thereby decreasing future growth; and (2) as earnings over the long run approach net cash inflows, an overstatement of current earnings (that is, shifting future earnings to the present by, say, front-loading revenues from long-term projects) will generally be followed by an understatement of future earnings. In contrast, taxable income typically excludes the discretionary components of accruals that are often used to manage earnings. Bad debt and warranty provisions, depreciation and amortization expenses, restructuring charges, impairment losses, and various other accruals that involve substantial judgment and discretion are either; (1) not tax deductible (e.g., amortization and impairment of most goodwill and other intangible assets),^ (2) are tax deductible but according to uniform, IRS-dictated formulas (e.g.. depreciation), or (3) are tax deductible only when the underlying event occurs (e.g., a debt write-off). Accordingly, when firms overstate earnings via positive discretionary accruals, taxable income will be lower than earnings, and vice versa when Hrms understate earnings (negative discretionary accruals). Since, as we argued above, an overstatement (understatement) of current earnings implies a lower (higher) subsequent growth, the ratio of tax-to-book income will predict future earnings changes.
Prior lo 1993, goodwill and many other types of acquired intangible assets were not amortizable for tax purposes. Since 1993. most tax-based intangible assets are aniortizable over a 15-year period. However, as tax-deductible goodwill arises only in acquisitions in which the tax basis of the targel's a.ssets is stepped up. which is rare for freestanding C corporations, mosi goodwill recognized since 1993 is nondeduetible (lor discussion, see Scholes el al. 2002, 327-328 ; for empirical evidence, see Ayers et al. 2000) . Firms may manipulale the amount of goodwill amortization or impairmeni either through the initial valuation of goodwill or through its subsequent amortization or impainnent. For example. Browning (1997) . McGoIdrick (1997), and NeLson et al. (2003) report that some firms overstated the amount of in-process R&D (which is expensed in the period of acquisition) in order lo reduce the amount of goodwill and its subsequent amortization or impairment. During our sample period, firms were also able to manipulate the amount of goodwill amortization through the selection of amortization period (up to 40 years). In addition, many linns recognized goodwill write-offs or write-downs (Francis et al. 1996) , :md this practice has become even more common with the implementation of SFAS No. 121 in 1996 and SFAS No. 142 in 2002. We focus in this study on the ratio of taxable income to net income as the primary predictor of earnings growth since taxable income is likely to be more informative about future earnings when related to net income rather than to pretax earnings. Recent studies provide evidence of earnings management through the recognition and reversal of tax accruals, which affect the income tax expense (and hence net income) but do not impact pretax earnings. For example, Schrand and Wong (2003) and Burgstahler et al. (2002) report on earnings management through adjustments to the tax valuation allowance, and Krull (2004) provides evidence of deferred tax management through the designation of foreign subsidiary earnings as permanently reinvested. Gleason and Mills (2002) and Nelson et al. (2003) further suggest that firms manage the current portion of the income tax expense through the recognition and reversal of tax cushions. Such manipulation.s are reflected in net income but not in pretax income.Ŝ
moothing Taxable Income
Taxable income is not free of manipulation. In fact, there is considerable evidence that firms smooth or otherwise manage taxable income (see Shackeiford and Shevlin [2(X)1] for review). However, the means used for the management of taxable income are substantially different from those of managing earnings: Taxable income is often manipulated by the timing of transactions, such as asset sales, while earnings are frequently managed by manipulating accrual estimates. When managing taxable income, firms often reduce their total tax liability by smoothing current and future taxable income (e.g., Graham and Smith 1999) . Such smoothing implies that current taxable income reflects managers' estimates of future taxable income, which in turn is related to future earnings and cash flows. Thus, a relatively high current taxable income indicates managers' expectations of high subsequent taxable income and, by inference, of high future earnings, thereby enhancing the predictive ability of the tax-to-book income fundamental regarding future earnings. In the Appendix, we further discuss and demonstrate this argument.
Difterences between GAAP and the Tax Code
We have argued above that earnings management and the smoothing of taxable income imply that the ratio of tax-to-book income informs on future earnings growth. However, the ratio of tax-to-book income may forecast earnings growth even in the absence of earnings or tax management. In many cases, revenues are recognized in the tax return before they are earned (e.g., subscription revenue), and expenses are tax-deducted after they are accrued (e.g., restructuring charge). Consequently, a high ratio of tax-to-book income will forecast large future revenues or small expenses and, hence, high earnings growth. Moreover, growth companies often experience increases in negative working capital items that are recognized on a cash basis for tax purposes (e.g.. warranty liability, allowance for bad debt). Such accruals reduce current earnings but not taxable income, and therefore increase the tax-to-book income ratio, making this ratio a proxy for the future earnings of growth companies.
Reversals of tax cushion reserves reduce current income taxes and therefore decrease our estimate of taxable income {see below). This measurement error in taxable income, however, .strengthens rather than weakens our signal, because it further reduces the ratio of taxahle-to-nel income (in addition to the decrease in the ratio due to the overstatement of net income)-In our analysis, a small ratio of taxable-to-net income implies low earnings quality.
Taxable Income and Cash from Operations
Like taxable income, cash flows also abstract from accrual estimates, raising the question regarding whether taxable income contains incremental information about future earnings beyond cash flows. Our empirical analysis answers this question affirmatively, but we would like to point out, on a priori grounds, several important differences betvt-een taxable income and cash flows, related to earnings predictability. While earnings management often involves accruals, it is sometimes conducted by manipulating the cash component of earnings (e.g., Roychowdhury 2002) . For example, firms may capitalize expenses or intangible investments, thereby increasing both earnings and cash from operations, yet not affecting taxable income." Naturally, firms prefer to overstate earnings and cash flow in ways that do not increase taxable income.'' Thus, a comparison of earnings with cash from operations will not detect common management activities, while the low manipulation commonality between taxable income and earnings enhances the ability of the former to inform on the latter.
The incremental information in taxable income about future earnings relative to cash flows is not limited to manipulation activities. Unlike cash from operations, taxable income is not affected by the timing of cash flows and so is less volatile than cash from operations (Dechow 1994) . Moreover, as mentioned above, firms may deliberately smooth taxable income in order to reduce the present value of income taxes. Such smoothing implies that current taxable income serves as a proxy for "permanent" earnings, enhancing the prediction of subsequent earnings changes. In contrast, firms are less likely to smooth cash from operations, absent benefit from such smoothing.
Summarizing, the ratio of tax-to-book income informs on future earnings growth for various reasons: the reflection of short-lived earnings management, the smoothing of taxable income, and the nature of book-tax differences. However, the tax-to-book ratio may also reflect the effect of factors unrelated to earnings growth. For example, certain book-tax differences, such as from interest on state and municipal bonds and the deduction of dividend income, reduce taxable income relative to earnings while not affecting the hitter's quality. Furthermore, some firms may be more efficient than others in sheltering income and deferring taxable income to the future, or may operate in industries where it is easier to defer taxable income (e.g., through depreciation in capital-intensive industries), thereby affecting the tax-to-book ratio without necessarily impacting future earnings growth. Thus, the extent to which taxable income contains information about earnings growth is ultimately an empirical question, to which we now turn.
IV. METHODOLOGY
We open this section by deriving an estimate of taxable income (firms do not disclose this item), followed by the construction of the tax-based fundamentals, and the empirical specifications of our tests.
Consider the accounting for internally developed software, for instance. When such software is expensed, it reduces operating cash flows. However, when the software expenditures are capitalized (required, under certain circumstances, by SFAS No. S6|, ihe charge goes to investing cash flows (sec White ct al. 1998. I 16) . This type of cash flow manipulation is not limiied to intangibles. A particularly egregious earnings and cash flow manipulation related to ihe capitali/.ation of expenditures is WorldCom's, which by its most recent admission fraudulently capitalized over S7 billion of expenses during 1999-2001. However. Erickson et al. (2004) find that some firms are willing to incur additional income taxe.s to inflate reported earnings.
Estimating Taxable Income
We estimate taxable income by grossing up the current portion of the reported income tax expense: ,, , current portion of the income tax expense Taxable Income = ~ .
The parameter t is assumed to be cross-sectionaliy constant and is measured as the top statutory corporate federal tax rate.'" This estimate of taxable income has been used in previous studies, including Omer et al. (1991) . Gupta and Newberry (1997) , Manzon and Plesko (2002) , Gleason and Mills (2002) , and Shevlin (2002) , but it contains measurement errors from several sources." First, the assumption that the average tax rate is equal to the top statutory tax rate does not strictly hold. Average tax rates vary in the cross-section due to progressive tax schedules (relatively small effect for large Hrms) and to differences between the U.S. and foreign tax rates (potentially large effect for multinationals). In the robustne.ss tests (Section VII), we report the results of sensitivity analyses indicating that measurement error due to differences between foreign and U.S. tax rates does not appreciably affect our results. Noise in the taxable income Estimate (1) may also arise because the current portion of the income tax expense does not reflect the tax benefits associated with the exercise of nonqualified employee stock options (quite a large effect for many firms; see Hanlon and Shevlin 2002; Desai 2002) , as well as the tax benefits from other, less common or material items (e.g., tax benefits from dividends paid on unallocated ESOP shares).'-In addition, current income taxes are reported net of changes in tax cushion reserves, which do not affect taxable income. In the robustness test, we examine the sensitivity of our estimates to these sources of measurement error by: (1) using an alternative estimate of taxable income, based on the amount of income taxes actually paid during the year, and (2) partitioning the sample on SIC codes to compare industries where stock options are more hkely to affect our estimates with industries where stock options are relatively immaterial. In both types of sensitivity analysis, we find little effect on the results. Another source of noise is that current income taxes reflect tax credits, such as for R&D, capital expenditures, and foreign taxes, which do not affect taxable income. We address this source of error in the robustness tests by examining firms with low levels of R&D expenditures, investment tax credits, or foreign operations, and once more find no material effect on our inferences.'' " Following previous research (e.g., Gleason and Mills 2002) , we measure the current portion of the income tax expense as the sum of current federal (Compustat #63) and foreign (#64) income taxes, or, when either of Ihese amounls is missing, as the difference between total income tax expense (Compustat #16) and the deferred portion of the income tax expense (#50). The top statutory corporate federal tax rate was 48 percent in 1973-1978, 46 percent in 1979-1986. 40 percent in 1987, 34 percent in 1988-1992. and 35 percent in 1993-2000 . " For detailed discussions of measurement error in estimates of taxable income, see Manzon and Plesko (2002) , Mills et al. (20()2) . McGill and Oulslay (2(X)2), Hanlon (2003) , and Mills and Plesko (2003) . '^ The tax deduction associated with nonqualified options is equal to the value of the options at the time of exercise.
Companies account for the tax benefit associated with nonqualified options by increasing contributed capital instead of reducing the current portion of the income tax expense (Hanlon and Shevlin 2(K)2). '•' There are several additional sources of measurement error in our estimate of taxable income (see, e.g., Hanlon 2003) . The more important ones are: (1) differences in consolidation rules between GAAP and the IRS Code, and (2) the effect of intrapenod tax allocation under GAAP (i.e., income taxes related to discontinued operations and extraordinary items are deducted directly from these items). However, these sources of measurement error do not affect our tax-based fundamental, because our estimate of taxable income pertains to the consolidated financial accounting entity, and we measure earnings as income before discontinued operations and extraordinary items.
The Tax-Based Fundamentals
Given our estimate of taxable income (Estimate (1)), we cotistruct the primary taxbased fundamental {TAX) used in this study:
Net Income where net income is measured as income before extraordinary items (Compustat #18). We multiply taxable income by (I -t) to make it comparable to net income, which is reported after tax. However, since our analyses are cross-.sectional, this adjustment has no effect on the estimates (/ is a cross-sectional constant, equal to the top statutory federal tax rate). Note that,
where TEMP denotes temporary differences between pretax book income and taxable income (e.g., depreciation), PE^M denotes permanent differences (e.g., goodwill impairment), and Tax Accruals reflect changes in the tax valuation allowance and the tax cushion reserves, as well as the designation of foreign income as permanently reinvested. Since each of these three components (TEMP. PERM, and Tax Accruals) affects net income (the denominator of Equation (3)) but not taxable income (the numerator of Equation (3)), they are reflected in a comprehensive manner by our tax fundamental, TAX.
Prior research has documented that book-tax differences vary across industries (e.g.. Milts and Newberry 2001; Manzon and Plesko 2002; Hanlon 2005 ) due to differences in capital intensity, magnitude of intangible capital, and other industry-related characteristics. We accordingly use industry-ranked values of TAX to control for across industry differences, thereby increasing the focus on earnings quality. Speciflcally, for each year we rank the sample firms by the value of TAX within industries (two-digit SIC code), and define R-TAX as a multinomial variable with values between I (for firms in the lowest industry quintile of TAX) and 5 (highest quintile).
The variable R-TAX, the focus of our analysis, reflects all three tax components: TEMP, PERM, and Tax Accruals. The information about earnings growth embedded in permanent book-tax differences and tax accruals relative to the information in deferred taxes can be evaluated by comparing the predictive ability of R^TAX with that of deferred taxes, which we do below. Following Hanlon (2005), we measure the deferred tax fundamental (DEE) as the negative of the ratio of the deferred tax expense to average total assets.''* Similar to the industry-ranked RJTAX, we define R^EE as a multinomial variable that takes values between I (lowest quintile of DEE for the industry-year group) and 5 (highest quintile).'' "• Following previous sludies {e.g., Hanlon 2005), we measure deferred taxes as the .sum of deferred federal (Compustat #269) and foreign {#270) income taxes, or, when either of the.se amounts is mis.sing, as tolal deferred taxes (#50). While we follow Hanlon {2005) and deflate the deferred tax expense by average total assets. Chaney and Jeter {1994) deflate by the market value of equity at the beginning of the year, Phillips et al. (2002) deflate by total assets at the beginning of the year, and Joos et al. {2002) deflate by sales. We obtained similar results to those reported below when deflating deferred taxes hy either the market value of equity or total assets at the beginning of the year, or by sales, or net income. ' "• Unfortunately. Compu.stat data do not allow for the full separation of the three components of TAX (temporary and permanent book-tax differences, and tax accruals), because deferred and current taxes are reported net of tax accruals. {In the footnotes to the financial statements, fimis disclose information that allows for the estimation of some tax accruals, but Compustat does not provide this information.)
Finally, to examine whether the tax-based fundamental, RJFAX. contains incremental information relative to cash flows, we construct and analyze a cash-flow-based, industryranked fundamental, R-CFO, measured in the same way as RJTAX: R-CFO is a multinomial variable that takes values between I {lowest quintile of the ratio of cash flow from operations to net income for the industry-year group) and 5 (highest quintile).'Ŝ pecification of Our Tests
The following procedure examines the information in our primary tax fundamental, R-TAX, about earnings growth. For each sample year t , we compute the crosssectional means of the ratio of earnings in the current and each of the subsequent five years U + j^ J = 0, 1, 2....,5), to total assets in year /, for three subsamples of firms: (1) those with R_TAX equal to 1 (i.e., firms with a low ratio of tax-to-book income), (2) firms with RJTAX between 2 and 4 (intermediate values of tax-to-book income), and (3) flrms with RJTAX of 5 (high values of tax-to-book income). We then compute the timeseries mean over the sample years for each of the three groups of firms, and for each of the six years considered (0 through 5). Finally, we plot the time-series means of future earnings (years I through 5), divided by current earnings (to reflect growth), for each of ihe three groups of firms {R-TAX = 1, R_TAX -2 4, and R-TAX = 5). We perform the same analysis for R_DEF and R_CFO (deferred taxes and cash flows, respectively). This allows us to visually inspect and compare the earnings growth implications of each of the three fundamentals: R-TAX. R-DEF. and R^CFO.
To examine the statistical significance of the information in each of the three fundamentals, as well as the incremental information in RJTAX over R_DFF and R-CFO, we run cross-sectional regressions of several models nested in the following equation:
where G is a firm-specific indicator of subsequent earnings growth, measured alternatively as: next-year earnings minus current earnings {G^), average earnings in the subsequent three years minus current earnings (G^). and average earnings over the subsequent 'awe years minus current earnings (G,). All three measures are deflated by the current value of total assets and are expressed in percentage points. The intercept, a,,,,,,,, is an industry (two-digit SIC code) flxed effect. To the extent thai the fundamentals contain information on earnings growth, we expect the respective coefficients to be positive. The earnings growth regression in Equation (4) includes, in addition to the tax variables, information on cash flows, accruals, and industry membership.'^ However, available research identifies additional predictors of earnings growth. (See Chan et al. [20031 and Fama and French [2000J for literature review and evidence on growth determinants.) We therefore rerun Equation (4), controlling for the following variables: fhe ratio of earnings to total assets, which serves as a control for mean-reversion in profitability; the current period earnings change divided by total assets, which controls for the effect of one-time earnings In the robustness checks, we measure cash frotii operalions directly from the cash flow statement. " Note thai since R-CFO is measured relative to net income, it reflects the relative magnitudes of both cash flow and accruals (net income equals CFO plus accruals, and thus higher accruals imply a low R-CFO value).
items and a short-term trend in earnings; the average changes in earnings over the last three and five years, deflated by total assets, to capture long-term trends in earnings; the ratio of dividends to total assets, controlling for the likelihood of subsequent earnings declines (larger dividends typically imply a lower likelihood); the ratios of R&D and capital expenditures to sales, reflecting expected growth from new investments; and the current earningsprice and book-to-market ratios, reflecting the market expectations of future growth."Î f the tax-based fundamentals do predict earnings growth, that information should either be fully reflected in current stock prices (efficient pricing), or predict subsequent stock returns. Accordingly, we examine the relationship between the tax fundamentals and: (1) the market pricing of current earnings, and (2) subsequent abnormal stock returns. To examine the extent to which contemporaneous stock prices reflect the earnings growth information conveyed by the tax fundamentals, we estimate several models nested in the following equation:
E is the firm's reported current earnings (income before extraordinary items, Compustat #18), and P* is the market value of common equity at the end of the year (Compustat #199 X #25), multiplied by 1 plus the cumulative stock return of the firm during the first four months of the subsequent year.''^ If the fundamentals contain growth related information that is priced by investors, then their coefficients should be negative (the earningsprice ratio is negatively related to expected earnings growth). Equation (5) includes the following control variables for the earnings-price ratio: GROW is the mean analysts' long-term earnings growth forecast, available in April of the subsequent year (as discussed below, the sample consists of firms with December fiscal yearend). The variable LNTA is the logarithm of total assets-a size measure. BETA measures systematic risk, estimated from monthly stock returns and the CRSP value-weighted returns (including all distributions) during the five years that end in April of the subsequent year (at least 30 return observations are required). Idiosyncratic volatility, VOL, is the root-meansquared error from the BETA regression. Financial leverage, LEV, is the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, and PAY-dividend payout-is the ratio of common dividends to earnings. The remaining tax and cash fiow variables in Equation (5) were defined above.
The motivation for the control variables described above is that the dependent variable in Equation (5)-the earnings-price ratio-reflects the capitalization rate that investors apply to current earnings. Previous research established that this capitalization rate is affected "^ As discussed below, we also estimate an earnings growth regression thai includes analysts' long-tenn earnings growth forecasts as a control variable. We omit this variable from the current analysis because it is available only for a subset of sample firms and years. Note also that the inclusion of forward-looking information, such as analysts' forecasts or market-based growth proxies (book-to-market, earnings-price) in the earnings growth regression may dilute tbe incremental infomialion in RJl'AX to the extent that market participants are cogni/.ant of the tax information. Nevertheless, a finding that the tax fundamental remains significant even after controlling for these variables would further emphasize the importance of tax-based proxies for earnings quality. '" We incorporate the cumulative stock return over ifie four months subsequent lo fiscal yeur-end to assure that the stock price retiecis the market reaction to the publication of the annual financial statements. We use P* rather than market capitalization after the publication of the annual report because firms may issue new shares or repurchase shares between the end of the fiscal year and the annual report publication date. Such changes in market capitalization are not directly related to the earnings information and therefore introduce noise. However, we obtained similar results to those reported below using market capitalization after the publication of the annual report, rather than P*.
by the firm's cost of equity capital, the dividend payout, long-term earnings growth, and near-term earnings growth (see, Beaver and Morse 1978; Zarowin 1990; Lee 1988; Kennedy et al. 1992; Dhaliwal et al. 1999) , leading us to the choice of controls in Equation (5). The coefficients on the variables of interest-R-TAX, R^EF. and R-CEO-should capture the near-to medium-term earnings growth implications of these variables (incremental to analysts' long-term growth forecast, GROW), as reflected in current stock prices. Finally, to investigate the possibility that prices do not fully reflect the information in the tax variables, we run a future stock returns model, controlling for the determinants of expected returns identified by prior research (e.g., Fama and French 1992) :
In this equation, R is the one-year-ahead buy-and-hold stock return (including all distributions to shareholders), measured from the beginning of May of the subsequent year.-" (For securities that delisted during the one-year holding period, proceeds from the issue are invested in the NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ value-weighted index until the end of the holding period.) The variable SIZE is the logarithm of the market value of equity at the end of April of the subsequent year. BIP is the book-to-market value of common equity at fiscal year-end. The remaining variables in Equation (6) were defined above. If the fundamentals contain growth-related information that is not fully priced by the market, their coefficients should be positive.
V. SAMPLE AND SUMMARY STATISTICS The Sample
Similar to prior studies that examined the quality of earnings implications of tax disclosures (e.g., Chaney and Jeter 1994; Phillips et al. 2002; Hanlon 2005) , we restrict our sample to firms that: (1) are incorporated in the U.S. (foreign firms face different tax and financial accounting rules); (2) are not a utility or a depository institution (regulated firms have different reporting requirements and earnings management incentives than nonregulated firms); and (3) are not a mutual fund, trust, REIT, limited partnership, or other flowthrough entities (these enterprises do not report income taxes).
To mitigate potential bias from temporal changes in economy-wide conditions, we perform annual cross-sectional analyses, and focus on firms with December fiscal year-end. Measurement error is reduced by estimating taxable income and temporary differences based on the federal and foreign components of current and deferred taxes, instead of the respective totals (see footnotes 10 and 14). For many firms, this information is available in Compustat since 1973, and therefore we start our sample period from that year. As our analyses involve the examination of subsequent earnings and returns, and earnings data are at the time of this research available from Compustat through fiscal 2001, the last (base) sample year is 2000.
Our data requirements are as follows: Data items #6 (total assets), #18 (income before extraordinary items), #199 (price per share), #25 (number of shares outstanding), #60 (common equity), #16 (total income taxes), and #50 (deferred taxes) should be available in Compustat's industrial, full-coverage, or research files. Since our primary fundamental iŝ^ We measure stock returns from the beginning of May of the subsequent year to assure that investors had access to the annual reports.
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the ratio of taxable income to net income, we restrict the sample to firms with positive earnings in the current year (but, of course, we do not restrict future earnings to be positive). Finally, to mitigate the effect of influential observations, we delete in each analysis observations for which any of the variables (excluding future stock returns) lies outside the 0.5-99.5 percent range of its sample distribution.-'
The above sample selection criteria (except for the outlier filter that is analysis-specific) result in a sample of 40,372 firm-year observations {5,384 different firms; 28 years, spanning 1973-2000) . For the earnings growth analysis, the requirement of availability of subsequent years' earnings reduces the sample to between 37,621 firm-year observations (oneyear-ahead earnings, 1973-2000) and 24,055 (five-years-ahead earnings, 1973-1996) . For the earnings-price analysis, the requirement of data availability from CRSP to calculate SIZE. BETA, and VOL and the requirement of availability of GROW from I/B/E/S reduce the number of observations to 14,962 during the period 1982-20CK) (long-term growth forecasts are available since 1982). For the subsequent returns analysis, the sample contains 33,496 observations during the period 1973-2000.
Summary Statistics: Fundamentals and Firm Characteristics
To examine the characteristics of firms with different levels of the tax fundamental, R_TAX. we compute the sample average common-size income statement and balance sheet numbers, as well as the average values of various characteristics of the three portfolios sorted by the industry-ranked RJTAX: firms with RJTAX equal to 1 (low ratio of tax-tobook income), firms with R_TAX between 2 and 4 (intermediate values of tax-to-book income), and firms with RJTAX equal to 5 (high tax-to-book income values). We perform a similar analysis for R-DEE (deferred taxes) and R-CEO {cash flows) portfolios, and report the results in Table 1 , Panel A.
The common-size statistics of the portfolios sorted by the three fundamentals are generally consistent with expectations. For example, in the income statement, the ranking of RJTAX and R_DEE are negatively related to deferred taxes (e.g., low RJTAX has largest deferred taxes) and positively related to current taxes, but the relation with current (deferred) taxes is considerably stronger for RJTAX (R-DEE) . Both RJTAX and RS>EE are negatively related to depreciation and amortization (with the relation stronger for RJTAX), and to special items. The fundamental R_CFO (right three columns in Table 1 ), which reflects the magnitude of accruals (negative relation, see footnote 17), is positively related to depreciation and amortization. Turning to the common-size balance sheet, we observe that both tax fundamentals are positively related to current assets and negatively related to capital intensity (PP&E/Assets, which is the primary source of temporary tax differences), while R-CEO exhibits the inverse relations with these characteristics. Furthermore, RJTAX is negatively related to "other assets" (including goodwill and other intangibles which often create permanent differences), and R_DEE is negatively related to the deferred tax liability.
The bottom set of characteristics in Table 1 , Panel A, indicates the average magnitudes of the three fundamentals {TAX. DEE, and CEO) prior to forming the industry-ranked portfolios, and includes capital market information. Interestingly, the relation between the R_CfO ranking and the two tax fundamentals is weak {the mean values of TAX and DEE do not vary much across R^CEO portfolios), suggesting that the information in the tax
In the earnings growth and earnings-price analyses (Equations (4) and (5)), we obtain similar results when we apply the outlier filter only to the independent variables. Consistent with most previous studies, we do not apply the outlier filter to stock returns, because they are typically "well behaved." However, we obtained similar results when applying the outlier filter to stock returns too. 
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• fundamentaLs is largely orthogonal to that in cash flows. All in all, the various characteristics in Panel A of Table 1 behave quite differently across the rankings of R_TAX, R_DEF, and R-CFO, suggesting that each of the three fundamentals potentially provides unique information about earnings growth.
Our sample spans the period 1973-2000, during which major tax and accounting changes took place. In particular. SFAS No. 109 (effective since 1993) changed the focus of the deferred tax measurement from an income statement approach to a balance sheet orientation, incorporating "soft" estimates in deferred taxes.^-Accordingly, we conduct our analyses separately for the pre-and post-SFAS No. 109 periods. The changes in the tax code during the sample period were numerous and detailed, and we therefore do not partition the sample period on tax regimes. Rather, we provide statistics on the consistency of the results over time within each accounting regime (e.g., the proportion of years with positive /f_7/4Xcoefficient, and the trends in the coefficient). Table I . Panel B, presents the average values of TAX and DEF for the different industry-ranked portfolios in each of the accounting and major tax regimes (the latter are defined in terms of the top federal corporate tax rate). Consistent with evidence on the increase in book-tax differences during the 1990s (e.g., Manzon and Plesko 2002) . we observe in Table 1 that the average values of TAX (the tax-to-book income ratio) and DEF declined during 1993-2000 relative to 1988-1992. Interestingly, the magnitudes of both TAX and DEF were also small during 1973-1987, a result that has been attributed to tax aggressiveness by corporation (e.g., by the Citizens for Tax Justice Organization).^^ In contrast, references to the large book-tax differences during the 1990s predominantly emphasized earnings management issues (see discussion in Section I). (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) . It is evident from the graphs that in both periods low values of RJTAX (hottom line of left graph)-depicting large book income relative to tax income-predicted a sharp and relatively permanent decline in next year's earnings, whereas intermediate and high values of RJTAX (top two lines) predicted relatively high and continuous earnings growth over the future five years.-'* Notably, the deferred-tax component (R-DEF, center graph) had essentially no " Under APB No. 11 (the predecessor of SFAS No. 109), deferred ta\es were caleulated as the product of the stalulory tax rale and iho iimount uf liming differences between pretax earnings and taxable income. Under SFAS No. 109, the measuremtnl of deferred tax liabilities and assets (and hence the deferred tax expense) is based on the enacted tax rates for future periods, and Ihe measurement of the deferred lax asset is reduced, if necessary, by the amount of tax benefits that, based on available evidence, are not expected to be realized. '' The low values of TAX during 1973-1986 also reflect various lax credits, which were reduced or repealed by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. (TRA 1986 repealed ihe investment tax credit for property placed in service after 1985, and lowered the R&D tux credit to 20 percent.) As discussed in Section IV, tax credits result in negative measurement error in the estimate of taxable income. In Section VII, we address this source of measurement error. -"' Note that the average earnings decline ol" the three lines in year i+\ (the mean earnings across the portfolios in year /+I is smaller than in year /) is partly due to design: All firms in year f are profitable, whereas in the subsequent tive years we allow negative earnings. R_DEF and R-CFO are calculated similarly, except that DEF is equal to the negative of the ratio of deferred taxes to average total assets, and CFO is calculated as the ratio of cash from operations to net income.
VI. TEST RESULTS The Tax Fundamentals and Future Earnings

FIGURE 1 Five-Year Earnings Growth for Portfolios of Firms Sorted by Tax and Cash Flow Fundamentals
ability to predict earnings growth in the pre-SFAS No. 109 period (the three curves representing different values of R^EF almost converge), and a relatively modest predictive ability in the post-SFAS No. 109 period. The fundamental R-CFO (cash flows) predicted earnings growth in both periods, but with a smaller spread than R-TAX.
We gain further insight from a regression analysis. Table 2 presents summary measures from annual cross-sectional regressions of several models nested in Equation (4), with three alternative dependent variables; average annual earnings growth over one (G,,) , three (G,). and five (G3) years ahead. Panel A (Panel B) presents the pre-(post-) SFAS No. 109 results. The statistics reported for each set of regressions are the time-series means of the annual estimated coefficients and the associated ^statistics (the ratio of the mean of the crosssectional coefficients to its standard error). The first model (top three lines) in each panel provides estimates of the information in R^TAX about earnings growth on a stand-alone basis. In both panels, the regression estimates validate the earnings growth patterns exhibited in Figure 1 : R-TAX is positively and strongly related to subsequent earnings growth, over one-year (G,). three-year (G,), and five-year (G,) periods, with the estimated coefficients increasing respectively. The estimates of the second model (lines 4-6 from top), which reflect the information in R_DEF (deferred tax) about earnings growth, are also consistent with Figure 1 : R-DEF is unrelated (positively related) to subsequent earnings growth in the pre-(post-) SFAS No. 109 period. Also consistent with Figure 1 , the magnitude and significance of the R-DEF coefficients in both panels are substantially smaller than those of the RJTAX coefficients.
The ^-statistics in Table 2 are derived from the time-series distributions of the annual coefficients and thus do not directly inform on the ability of R_TAX and R-DEF to predict earnings growth within each cross-section. To address this issue, we compare the cross-.sectional R-from the R-TAX (model 1) and R-DEF (model 2) regressions, and find that the average R-measures of the R-TAX regressions are larger than those of the corresponding RS>EF regressions. Moreover, examination of the individual years indicates that these differences are observed consistently over time and are highly significant. For example, when comparing the annual G, regressions, R-from the R-TAX regression is larger than that from the R-DEF regression in 26 out of the 28 regressions, and the average difference in R-is highly significant (t-statistic equal to 8.0).
The third model in each panel (lines 7-9 from top) refiects the incremental information in R-TAX and R-DEF relative to each other. Interestingly, in both periods, the R-TAX coefficients are slightly larger when R-DEF is included in the regressions, relative to a stand-alone analysis, whereas the coefficients on R-DEF are negative. Since R-DEF is a component of R-TAX, these results suggest that the other components in RJIAX (permanent differences and tax accruals) are at least as relevant as deferred taxes for predicting earnings growth. The fourth model (bottom three lines in each panel) includes all three fundamentals. As expected, R-CFO is positively and strongly related to subsequent earnings growth (Sloan 1996) . However, the information in R-CFO appears largely orthogonal to that in the tax fundamentals, as the coefficients on the tax variables remain essentially unchanged with the introduction of R-CFO.
The information in R-TAX about earnings growth is not driven by a few individual years. For the one-year earnings growth regression (G,), for example, the coefficient on R-TAX is positive in each of the 28 years examined . The size of the R-TAX coefficient, however, is not constant over time: The mean R-TAX coefficient in the post-SFAS No. 109 period is larger than in the pre-SFAS No. 109 period. Yet, this trend cannot be attributed to SFAS No. 109, as the coefficients on R-CEO are also larger in Panel B than in Panel A. In addition, the annual RJTAX coefficients have a strong positive trend within the pre-SFAS No. 109 period (p-value = 0.005). Thus, the increa.se in the tax and cash flow coefficients appears consistent with a general deterioration in the quality of earnings during the late 1980s and 1990s (e.g.. Lev and Zarowin 1999) , reflecting the increasing G|-G, are alternative measures of subsequent earnings changes, divided by tbe current level of total assets and expressed in percentage points. G, is measured as subsequent year earnings minus current earnings, G, is average earnings in the subsequent three years minus current earnings, and G, is average earnings in the subsequent five years minus current earnings, o,",," is an industry fixed effect (two-digit SIC code). RJJ'AX is a multinomial variable that takes values between 1 (lowest quintile of TAX for the industry-year group) and 5 {highest quintiie). where TAX is measured as tbe ratio of taxable-to-net income. Thus, for example, firms with higb values for R^TAX are those with relatively large amount of taxable income relative to earnings, holding constant industry and lime-specilic factors. R_DEF and R-CFO are calculated similarly, except thai DEF is equal to the negative of tbe ratio of deferred taxes to average total assets, while CFO is calculated as tbe ratio of cash from operations to net income. Tbe t-statistics are calculated as tbe ratio of tbe mean cross-seclional coefficient to its standard error.
importance of earnings quality indicators (such as the tax and cash flow fundamentals) in predicting future earnings.
We next examine whether the information about earnings growth contained in the tax fundamental is incremental to that in established proxies for earnings growth. To this end, we rerun Equation (4) with nine control variables (described in the previous section and in footnote to Table 3 ). G|-G, are alternative measures of subseqiienL earnings changes, divided by the current level of total assets and expressed in percentage points. O, is measured as subsequent year earnings minus current earnings, G, is average earnings in the subsequent three years minus current earnings, and G, is average earnings in the .'iubsequent five years minus current earnings, a,,,,,,, is an industry fixed effect (two-digit SIC code). RJI'AX is a multinomial variable that takes values between I (lowest quintile of TAX for the industry-year group) and 5 (highest quintile), where TAX is measured as the ratio of taxable-to-net income. Thus, for example, firms with high values for R^TW are those with relatively large amount of taxable income relative to earnings, holding constant industry and time-specific factors. R-DEF and R^CFO are calculated similarly, except that DEF is equal to the negative of the ratio of deferred taxes to average total assets, while CFO is calculated as the ratio of cash from operations to net income. PRED, through PRED^ are the following predictors of earnings growth:
The ratio of earnings to total assets; the current period earnings change divided by total assets; the average changes in earnings over the lasl three and five years deflated by total assets; the ratio of dividends to total assets: the ratios of R&D and capital expenditures to sales; the earnings-price ratio; and Ihe book-to-market ratios. The t-statistics are calculated as the ratio of the mean cross-sectional coefficient to its standard error.
coefficients of the control variables are omitted).-'^ The estimates are generally consistent with those reported in Table 2 . with the exception that the coefficients and t-statistics are generally smaller in Table 3 . This is not surprising, given that the control variables reflect certain information on eamings quality (including market-based information). Nevertheless, our main tax fundamental. R_TAX, is statistically significant in all the configurations of Table 3 , while R-DEF is generally insignificant.
The Tax Fundamentals and the Pricing of Earnings
We next examine whether the capital market pricing of current earnings reflects the information in the tax fundamentals about future earnings. To this end, we run crosssectional regressions of several models nested in Equation (5), with the contemporaneous earnings-price ratio as the dependent variable. Panel A (Panel B) of Table 4 reports the estimates for the pre-(post-) SFAS No. 109 period. As expected. R^CFO is negatively related to the earnings-price ratio in both periods, suggesting that investors assign a higher valuation to earnings when cash flow is higher. Turning to the tax fundamentals, the coefficients on both R-DEF and R-TAX are insignificant in the pre-SFAS No. 109 period (except when R^EF is run without RJTAX). In the post-SFAS No. 109 period, however, both coefficients are negative and significant, but the coefficients of R_TAX are larger (in absolute terms) and more significant than those of R^EF, Since R.J)EF is a component of R-TAX, it is evident that the other components in RJTAX (permanent differences and tax accruals) were also priced by investors during 1993-2000.
Similar to the earnings growth analysis (Table 2) , the trend in the R-TAX annual coefficients cannot be attributed solely to the implementation of SFAS No. 109, as there is a strong negative trend in the annual coefficients during the pre-SFAS No. 109 period (the coefficient on R-TAX when all variables are present has a negative trend with p-value of 0.013 during 1982-1992). These results suggest that the forward-looking information in the tax fundamentals was largely ignored by investors in the 1980s, yet was incorporated in prices during the 1990s.
Given the strong positive relation between R-TAX and subsequent eamings growth during the 1970s and 1980s (Figure 1 . Panel A and Tables 2 and 3 , Panel A), the insignificance of R-TAX in explaining eamings-price ratios during that period (Table 4 , Panel A) is surprising. A possible explanation for this difference in results is sample differences. In particular, the requirement for availability of long-term eamings growth forecasts by analysts (GROW) for the earn ings-price analysis eliminates all observations for the years 1973-1981. as well as many observations in subsequent years (primarily for small firms with low market-to-book values that are unlikely to be followed by analysts). To examine this explanation we rerun the eamings growth regressions of Tables 2 and 3 using the  eamings-price subsample of Table 4 . In all cases, we find a positive relation between RT AX and subsequent eamings growth. Thus, the insignificance of R-TAX in explaining contemporaneous eamings-price ratios during the 1980s is not due to the sample.-^ Another explanation for the insignificance of the tax fundamentals during the 1980s, which we -^ The magnitude and significance of the control variables generally vary across the models. The only exception is the coefficient on the eamings-price ratio, which is negative and highly significant in all the regressions. ''' The eamings-price and eamings growth regressions also differ in the choice of control variables. In particular, the eamings growth regressions exclude the consensus analysts' long-tertii eamings growth forecast due to its limited availability. To examine the effect of differences in control variables on the earnings growth regressions, we reestimate Equation (5) with next year's eamings growth (G,) as the dependent variable instead of the earnings-price ratio. We find that RJTAX is positive and highly significant, indicating that specification issues are not responsible for the difference between the earnings price and eaming.s growth results.
The examine next, is that investors were largely unaware of the earnings growth implications of the tax-based information during the early sample period.
Tax Fundamentals and Market Efficiency
We have documented above that R-TAX predicted earnings growth throughout the sample period , but that this information was reflected in contemporaneous stock prices only during the 1990s. If investors overlooked the future earnings implications of tax disclosures during the early sample period, R-TAX should have been positively associated with subsequent stock returns during that period, as investors gradually observed the realization of the earnings growth. Furthermore, although the earnings-price estimates in Table 4 indicate that during the 1990s investors used the R_TAX (or correlated) information in setting prices, these regressions cannot reveal whether all of the forward-looking information in R-TAX was incorporated in contemporaneous prices. Therefore, we now examine the relationship between the tax fundamentals and subsequent slock returns in each of the sample subperiods. Table 5 reports estimates from cross-sectional regressions nested in Equation (6) Table 5 , Panel B, presents the results for the post-SFAS No. 109 period. The coefficients on the tax fundamentals are insignificant in each of the four sets of cross-sectional regressions, suggesting that during the 1990s stock prices fully reflected the information in R-TAX and R-DEF about future earnings. However, a closer look at the i990s' annual regressions reveals an intriguing finding. The insignificance of the R-TAX coefficient in Panel B of Table 5 is largely due to a single year-1998-where the coefficient of RJTAX is negative and large. The subsequent-year returns for 1998 (the dependent variable) span the period May 1999 through April 2000-the height of the stock market bubble.-^ As shown in Table 6 , Panel A, eliminating 1998 from the 1993-2000 period results in a positive and significant R-TAX coefficient, though its magnitude is relatively small.
Penetrating deeper into the recent sample period: The stock market bubble of the late 1990s was particularly manifested in high-growth firms with low earnings-price ratios, which typically pay little if any income taxes. These unusual observations may have induced a negative correlation between R_TAX and subsequent stock returns, To examine this conjecture, we rerun Equation (6) excluding firms with low earnings-price ratios (in Table 6 , Panel B), and high long-term earnings growth forecasts (in Panel C).-** In both cases we find that the coefficient of RJTAX. relating the tax fundamental to future returns, is positive and significant. Thus, it appears that the insignificance of R_TAX in the post-SFAS No. 109
' ' Liu et al. (2003) find that during 2000 stock prices deviated from fundamentals more than in any of the other years in their sample, which covers the period 1987-2002. -* Specifically, each year we exclude all Hmis with earnings-price ratios (long-term earnings growth) in Ihe lower (upper) quartilc of ihe cross-sectional dislribution, reconstruct ihe fundamentals (i.e., rank the fundamentals and form portfolios using the subsamples thai exclude low earnings-price or high growth firms), and rerun the regressions. period is due to the stock market bubble of the late 1990s. We therefore conclude that while market efficiency with respect to taxable income information clearly improved over the sample period (the results in Tables 4 and 5) , not all of the forward-looking information in the tax fundamentals was captured in contemporaneous stock prices in the 1990s.
VII. ROBUSTNESS CHECKS Measurement Errors in the Taxable Income Estimate
In Section IV we discussed sources of measurement error in the taxable income Estimate (I). In particular, the assumption of cross-sectionally constant average tax rate may not hold due lo differences between U.S. and foreign tax rates. In addition, the reported current tax expense from which we derive the estimate of taxable income does not reflect the tax benefits from the exercise of nonqualified employee stock options (ESOs). and is reported net of tax cushions and tax credits. The following four procedures were used to evaluate the robustness of our findings to these error sources: (1) we use an alternative estimate of taxable income, (2) we exclude from the sample firms with substantial amounts of foreign income, (3) we partition the sample into industries where stock options are less likely or more likely to affect the results, and (4) we exclude firms with large R&D expenditures or investment tax credits, to check for measurement errors due to the deduction of tax credits from current income taxes.
Our alternative estimate of taxable income is calculated as follows:
,, , income taxes paid + A accrued income taxes Taxable Income = .
Income taxes paid (reported by companies at the bottom of the cash How statement, or in the footnotes) is measured as Compustat data item #317. The annual change (A) in accrued Income taxes (#305) is the amount reported in the operating section of the cash flow statement. Relative to our primary taxable income Estimate (1), the alternative Estimate (7) has two advantages: It reflects the tax benefits from the exercise of nonqualified ESOs, and it is not affected by tax cushion reserves. However, the estimate in Equation (7) has two shortcomings: It contains measurement error because it is based on income taxes paid during the year (including payments applicable to prior years), and the cash flow statement information required to calculate this estimate has only been available since 1988. Rerunning our analyses with Estimate (7) rather than Estimate (1), we find that none of our inferences discus.sed above is affected, although the coefficients on RJTAX in the various regressions are slightly smaller and less (but still) significant. Thus, it appears that measurement error due to the inclusion of prior-years' tax payments in Estimate (7) distorts the information in the taxable income estimate more than the omission of tax benefits from employee stock options and the inclusion of tax cushions in the Estimate (1).-'' To further examine the potential effect of measurement error in Estimate (1) due to the absence of tax benefits from the exercise of ESOs, we partition the sample to industries where ESOs are relatively immaterial, to be compared with industries where options play Alternatively, it could be that the tneasurement error in the taxable income Estimate (I) due to omission of tax benefils trom the exercise of ESOs actually improves the information in RJTAX. This may be the case because pretax earnings do not reflect the cost of option grants (during our sample period, essentially all firms used the intrinsic value method in accounting tor ESO grants), [n other words, the overstatement ol the taxable income estimate (due the u.se ot" overstated current taxes) may offset the overstatement of reported earnings (due to the omission of the cost of option grants).
an important role. Based on the evidence in Huson et al. (2001 . Table I) , we identify the sample firms from industries with SIC codes 30-39 and 70-89 as having a potentially large tax benefit from the exercise of options ("large-option benefits sample"), and all other sample firms as less likely to have significant tax benefits from options ("small-option benefits sample"). Rerunning the regre.ssions, we find that the ability of R-TAX to predict future earnings growth is similar for the two subsamples, but that the information in R-TAX about future earnings is impounded in the stock prices of "large-option benefit.s" firms in a more timely manner than in "small options benefits" firms. That is, R_TAX has a stronger relationship with contemporaneous earnings-price ratios, and consequently a weaker relation with subsequent returns, for large-option firms than for small-option companies. Apparently, inve.stors in high-growth industries (overlapping with large-option firms), which are often characterized by low earnings quality, pay more attention to earnings quality indicators such as taxable income. Furthermore, for firms in such industries, the mere existence of some taxable income may provide a strong signal with respect to earnings growth.
Another source of measurement error in our taxable income Estimate (1) arises from the use of the U.S. federal tax rate in converting the current portion of the income tax expense to estimated taxable income. For multinational firms, the current portion of the income tax expense includes foreign taxes, which are generally based on different rates than the U.S. rate. To assess the effect of this source of measurement error, we rerun the analyses excluding firms with relatively large amounts of foreign income. Specifically, we exclude from the sample firm-year observations for which the ratio of the absolute value of "pretax income-foreign" (#273) to the sum of that amount and the absolute value of "pretax income-domestic" (#272) exceeds 20 percent. We find that the estimates from the sample that excludes firms with large foreign income are similar to those from the full sample, indicating that measurement error in estimated taxable income due to differences between foreign and U.S. tax rates do not have a significant effect on our inferences.
Finally, to assess the potential effects of measurement error in our taxable income Estimate (1) due to R&D and investment tax credits, we rerun the analysis excluding from the sample in each year firms with ratios of R&D expenditures (#46). or investment tax credit (income account, #51) to total revenues in the upper quartile of the distribution.'°W e find that removing these firms from the sample generally increases the significance of R_TAX relative to the various analyses reported earlier. In particular, the R-TAX coefficient from the subsequent stock return regressions of Equation (6) for the post-SFAS No, 109 period is now positive and highly significant (this coefficient is insignificant for the total sample, see Table 5 , Panel B). This result provides further support for the inference that market prices did not fully refiect the forward-looking information in the tax fundamental even in the 1990s.''
Measurement Error in Cash from Operations
In the primary analysis, we measured cash from operations as the difference between earnings and accruals, and followed Sloan (1996) by measuring accruals as the annual change in balance sheet items. Collins and Hribar (2002) argue that the balance sheet approach to measuring accruals introduces an error into the accrual estimates (and therefore Missing values of R&D or investment tax credit were set to zero. We also ran the analysis adjusting current income taxes directly for the investment tax credit and lound unchanged results.
into cash from operations), primarily due to mergers and acquisitions and discontinued operations. As a robustness check, we reestimate all the regressions that involve R-CFO, measuring cash from operations directly from the statement of cash flows (Compustat#308). As this data item is available from Compustat only since 1988, we focus on the post-SFAS No. 109 period. We find that the regression estimates with the new measure of cash flow are very similar to those reported in Section VI.
To assure that we allow cash from operations to compete with taxable income on equal grounds, we deflated both variables in the primary analysis by net income. As noted in footnote 17, this approach implies that R^CFO reflects both cash flow and accruals information. However, prior studies that examine accruals (cash from operations) typically use average total assets (stock price) as the deflator (e.g., Sloan 1996; Desai et al. 2002) . Accordingly, we rerun all the analyses using two alternative ratios instead of cash flow-tonet income: (1) accruals-to-average assets, or (2) cash flow-to-price. In both cases, we obtained results similar to those reported above.
Controlling for Cash from Operations Using a Portfolio Approach
In the primary analysis, we examine the incremental information in the tax fundamental over cash flow in a regression context. To provide further evidence, we perform a portfolio analysis similar to that of Collins and Hribar (2000) , which was aimed at distinguishing the accruals anomaly from the post-earnings announcement drift. Specifically, in each sample year we partition the observations by quintiles on both the tax and cash flow dimensions, and calculate the subsequent-year abnormal stock returns for the following portfolios:'1 ) Low R-CFO and Low R^TAX 2) Low R_CFO and High R-TAX 3) High R-CFO and Low R-TAX 4) High R_CFO and High R_TAX where "low" and "high" (R^CFO or R^TAX) refer to the lowest and highest quintiles, respectively. The time series means of the portfolios* subsequent abnormal returns are:
Thus, similar to the regression findings in Section VL the results of this portfolio analysis suggest that both R-CFO and RJTAX provide incremental information relative to each other about future stock returns.
Transitory Earnings
Research has documented a substantial increase in the frequency and magnitude of negative special items in the late 1980s and 1990s (e.g., Elliott and Hanna 1996) . As the fundamentals RJTAX and R-CFO are measured relative to net income, the special items trend may have affected the future earnings and value implications of these fundamentals. Accordingly, we rerun all the previous analyses excluding firms with large negative values for the sum of Compustat's "special items" and "nonoperating income/expense excluding interest."'' In all cases, we obtained similar results to those reported above and hence conclude that the effect of special items on our findings is of secondary order.
Total Earnings versus Earnings per Share
In the primary analysis, we have focused on predicting growth in total earnings. However, such growth is less relevant to existing shareholders when it is associated with an increase in the number of outstanding shares. In particular, if the percentage growth in the number of shares is greater than that of total earnings, earnings per share will decline. This situation often occurs following mergers and acquisitions, which result in large earnings increases and comparable or even larger increases in outstanding shares. To address this concern, we rerun the earn ings-growth analysis {Equation (4)) substituting earnings per share (basic, excluding extraordinary items, #58) for total earnings, and deflate EPS by total assets per share as of the end of the current year (both variables adjusted for stock splits and stock dividends). The results of this test are similar to those of the primary analysis, suggesting that share transactions have little impact on our estimates. As an additional check for the effect of mergers and acquisitions, we rerun Equation (4) excluding firms whose total assets increased annually by 20 percent or more (highly likely as a result of mergers), and again find qualitatively similar results to those reported in Table 2 .
Transformations of Variables
Influential observations are a potential concern in any analysis that involves accounting numbers, especially when expressed in ratios. In the primary analysis, we dealt with this issue by deleting outliers and measuring the fundamentals {R-TAX, RS>EF, and R-CFO) by industry ranks. We now examine the potential impact of outliers by rerunning the analyses using: (1) the actual values of TAX, DEF, and CFO instead of the industry ranks, and (2) by running rank regressions (i.e., measuring all the regression variables in ranks). In both cases, we find the results to be generally consistent with those reported above, indicating that influential observations and our procedures for handling them do not seem to have an appreciable impact on our findings.
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCI.USIONS
This study examines the information in estimated taxable income about equity values and future earnings growth, incremental to cash flows and other growth control variables. The results indicate that the ratio of tax-to-book income predicts earnings growth for up to five years ahead, both before and after the implementation of SEAS No. 109 in 1993, with a general increase over time in predictive ability. Eor the early sample period (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) , the taxable income infonnation is not reflected in contemporaneous stock prices and consequently is strongly related to subsequent stock returns. However, for the recent sample period (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) , the ratio of tax-to-book income is strongly related to contemporaneous earnings-price ratios, and only weakly related to subsequent stock returns. It appears, therefore, that during the 1990s investors became increasingly adept at using the forward-looking infonnation in taxable income (or correlated information) in securities valuation. Perhaps, Specifically, each year we exclude all firms with trunsitory items in the lower quartilc of the cross-sectional distribution, reconstruci the fundamentals (i.e.. rank the t'undamentals wilhin each industry and t'orm ptjrtl'olios using the subsamples that exclude tratisitory earnings tirms), and rerun the regressions.
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the increasing gap in the 1990s between taxable and reported income alerted investors to the information embedded in the former about the quality of the latter.
We extend prior research on several dimensions. First, we construct and analyze a comprehensive tax-based fundamental that captures the three underlying tax components: temporary differences, permanent differences, and tax accruals, while most previous studies have focused on one of these components. (Eor example, Hanlon |2OO5] demonstrates the ability of deferred taxes to predict next year earnings.) Second, we examine the information in the tax fundamental about earnings growth of up to five years ahead, while prior studies have either focused on the prediction of near-term earnings or used price as a proxy for expected earnings. Third, we examine market efficiency with respect to the tax-based information over an extended period of 28 years. Eourth, we compare the predictive-ability of our tax indicator with that of deferred taxes, which was the focus of much recent research, and find that the comprehensive indicator is superior to deferred taxes in predicting earnings growth. We also demonstrate that the predictive ability of the tax fundamental is incremental to that of cash flow, accruals, and various other variables that have been shown to predict earnings growth. Einally, we document changes over time in the future earnings implications of the tax-based information as well as in the market response to this information.
Erom a policy perspective, our findings suggest the consideration of a requirement that public companies disclose their taxable income. This issue was commented on favorably by the Senate Joint Committee on Taxation (2003) in its investigation of Enron. The fact that corporate taxable income plays an important role in macroeconomic statistics adds weight to this disclosure recommendation. Eor example, in the absence of firm-specific taxable income data, the Bureau of Economic Analysis estimates "corporate profits" (a key indicator in the National Income and Product Accounts) from aggregate taxable income data obtained from the IRS. Eirm-specific taxable income information may, therefore, improve both investor and policymakers' decisions. Of course, our recommendation is based on a partial analysis of one aspect of the public disclosure of taxable income (the prediction of earnings growth). A comprehensive analysis of this issue should consider possible costs to the disclosing companies, and perhaps the effects of such disclosure on the integrity of tax compliance.
APPENDIX Taxable Income and Future Earnings-Further Discussion and Demonstrations
This appendix elaborates on and demonstrates the arguments made in Section III regarding the potential information in taxable income about future earnings growth.
Incentives to Smooth Taxable Income
The incentives to smooth taxable income are related to the convexity of the present value of income taxes in taxable income, which in turn is due to: (1) progressive tax schedules, (2) provisions of the alternative minimum tax and the investment tax credit, and (3) the asymmetry in the tax treatment of income and losses (delays in obtaining the tax benefits associated with losses and the expiration of unexploited tax losses). This convexity implies that firms will smooth taxable income over time because, according to the Jensen inequality, the expected value of a convex transformation (present value of income taxes) of a random variable (taxable income) is larger than the value of the transformation applied to the expected value of the variable. That is, holding the average level over time of taxable income constant, the lower the volatility of taxable income, the lower the present value of income taxes. Figure 2 provides a two-period demonstration of this argument. Graham and Smith (1999) provide further discussion and empirical evidence on this issue.
Taxable Income and Expected Earnings Changes
Let E^ denote reported earnings. E^^ denote unmanaged earnings, and effect of earnings management on reported earnings. Thus, denote the (A.I) This figure provides a two-period illustration of the argument that the convexity of the present value of income taxes in taxable income implies that firms may benefit from smoothing their taxable income. As shown, if instead of reporting a volatile taxable income over time ("taxable income in year 1" and "taxable income in year 2") the firm reports the same amount of taxable income each year ("mean taxable income"), then the present value of income taxes per year (the value of the tax function for "mean taxable income"") will be smaller than the average of the present values of income taxes in years 1 and 2 (the mean of the values of the tax function for "taxable income in year 1" and "taxable income in year 2").
FIGURE 2 Convexity of Income Taxes and the Smoothing of Taxable Income
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Unmanaged earnings, in turn, consist of a permanent component {E^) and a periodic economic shock to earnings (£"*). Substituting these two components into Equation (A.l) yields the following:
Note that if firms smooth earnings, then: £^) < 0.
Similarly, reported taxable income (7**) consists of a permanent {T^), periodic economic shock (f^) and managed ij^) components:
We are interested in the extent to which a comparison of reported taxable income (T"**) with reported earnings {E^) may inform on future earnings change.s, that is, on E-E^. Note that.
If, over the long run, taxable income and earnings are similar (i.e., abstracting from permanent differences), then 7"^ = f, and therefore: Examination of Equation (A.2) yields the following observations. Eirst, the only requirement for T^ -E^ (taxable income minus reported income) to inform on future earnings changes is that the unobserved measurement error T^ + T^ is not equal to -(£•** -£•*) in all states of nature. But -(E^ -E^) ^ E^ + E^. Thus, taxable income will inform on future earnings growth as long as shocks to taxable income and the managed component of taxable income are not exactly identical to their earnings counterparts (earnings shocks and earnings management, respectively). This supports two arguments made in Section III: (!) taxable income informs on earnings growth because the means and motivations for managing taxable income are generally different from those of managing earnings (thus T^ ^ E'^y, and (2) due to differences between GAAP and the tax code, transitory effects on taxable income are different from those affecting earnings (i.e.. 7"^ ^ E^). More generally, the information in T^ -E^ about future earnings decreases in the correlation between 7' '^ + 7'^ and E^ + E^. That is. taxable income is more informative about future earnings if it reflects different economic shocks and is being managed differently from reported earnings.
The second observation from Equation (A.2) is that, all else equal, the information in 7' R _ £K (taj^ relative to book income) decreases in the variance of T^ + T^, which in turn decreases in the extent to which taxable income is smoothed (since smoothing implies that Cov(r'^, 7"^) < 0). At the extreme, perfect smoothing of taxable income implies that y-M ^ _-ps^ so r"* -£•* -£:^ -£>*, and thus T"" -£•* is a perfect indicator of future earnings changes.
The above two observations also demonstrate the potential advantages of taxable income over cash flow in predicting future earnings. If the motivations for managing cash flow are similar to those of managing earnings, or if cash flows are more likely than taxable income to contain transitory items, or are less likely to be smoothed, taxable income will provide incremental information about future earnings growth even after controlling for the information in cash flows and accruals, as our evidence indeed indicates.
Finally, we note that the existence of permanent book-tax differences does not change any of the above observations. Permanent differences may either strengthen or weaken the information in T"** -E^, depending on their variability and correlations with T^^ + T^ and
